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Frontline: Big Sky, Big Money Movie Worksheet 

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/big-sky-big-money/ 

 

Directions: Answer the following questions based on the movie. The questions are listed in the 

order they appear in the film. You do not need to use complete sentences.  

 

1. What did convicted felon Mark Seibel find in a drug house near Denver? Where were the boxes 

eventually sent?  

Buckets (boxes) off documents from a stolen car – signatures of politicians and mailers – they 

were eventually give to the Commission of Political Practices in Montana for investigation 

purposes.  

2. What did the Supreme Court's controversial decision in the Citizen's United case allow?  

Corporations and unions can spend unlimited money in campaigns but the money must be given 

to independent groups not affiliated with the candidates 

3. How much money does David Parker say is being spent in Montana on the 2012 Senate race 

there? What percentage of this money comes from outside groups?  

68% of money comes from outside groups – roughly 20 million in all forms of spending 

4. What does the Democratic PAC “America's Bridge” specialize in? What do “trackers” here do?  

Opposition research – research the opposition and send the information to other groups to use in 

advertisements 

Trackers – people who follow candidates from the opposition to catch them in flipflops, 

changes in opinions and any other problems that can be capitalized on for advertisements 

5. What do opposition researchers do with the information they come up with?  

Share it with other outside groups who make ads during campaign cycles 

6. How is a 501(c)4 different than a typical “SuperPAC”?  

501©4 groups do not have to disclose their donners to the public so money can be hidden from 

the public – you don’t know where advertising money is coming from and why they are giving 

the money 

7. What is the key difference between an “issue ad” and an ad directly supporting a candidate?  

Issue adds do not use “magic words” that demonstrate it is directly supporting a candidate – so 
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it avoids words like vote for, vote against, elect 

8. What did the street address for the 501C4 “Citizens for Strength and Security Fund” turn out to 

be? A P.O. box at the UPS Store – so they don’t even have a findable mailing address 

9. What is Jim Bopp best known as? Does Bopp believe that citizens have a right to know who is 

financing political messages? Father of citizens united  - he does not believe the public needs 

to know where campaign money comes from  

10. How did William Clark come to represent Montana in the US Senate during the Gilded Age?  

He bribed state legislators to give him the seat with direct cash bribes – initials even on bribe 

11. What was the Corrupt Practices Act of 1912? How long did this law stay in effect in Montana?  

Banned corporations from giving money to campaigns and required disclosure of donations – it 

was held in effect for 100 years  

12. What caused Montana Republican John Ward to lose his primary election in 2008?  

Mailers were sent out 4 days before the election by an organization that was a 501©4 group that 

was advertising for a candidate that didn’t have any political experience – this did not give the 

incumbent time to respond before voters went to the booths to vote 

13. What did Western Tradition Partnership (WTP) tell the Montana Election Commissioner when 

he asked them about their ads?   

They claimed that they did not send out the mailers from the above question and it is none of 

your business anyway.  

14. What caused former Montana Commissioner Caroline Lindorff to dislike Western Tradition 

Partnership? WTP had a hit list of politicians they wanted to target to make them lose their seats 

because they did not vote for laws that helped WTP 

15. Based on the “Magic words” test, is what Western Tradition Partnership does legal? Today, are 

all courts accepting the “magic words” argument? Based on the magic words test WTP is legal 

but many state courts have rejected the magic word test 

16. According to Steve Bullock, what was the great issue in 1906 that led to the Corrupt Practices 

Act in Montana? Do corporations control the people or do people control corporations?  



17. Who won the WTP v Montana lawsuit? What did the ruling in the WTP lawsuit against 

Montana eventually become (concerning the Citizens United Ruling)? Montana won – this 

became a challenge to the Supreme Court ruling of Citizens United – WTP had to stop with 

their advertising during election cycles 

18. How did the Supreme Court react to to the WTP v Montana ruling? They rejected the case 

without holding a hearing 

19. Which Montana legislator's file was found in the box that came from the safe house in 

Colorado? Who had supported this candidate?  

20. Who created the Mike Miller's personally signed campaign letters during his campaign?  

21. What comment did the outside lawyer for WTP have when Kai Risdall asked him about the 

boxes full of campaign materials?  

22. Where is the office for “American Tradition Partnership”?  

23. How much is it estimated will be spent in the 2012 election cycle?  


